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中 文 摘 要 ： 在其文章〈Theodore de Banville〉中，波特萊爾強調誇喻

乃現代抒情詩的精髓，因為其正呼應了 lyre 此字的要意，

「強烈的精神活力」。誠然，翻閱波氏詩集《惡之華》，讀

者應很容易發現誇喻隨處可見，時時帶給讀者「狂喜」

（vertige），此字事實上不斷出現於波氏的詩作中。然而，

儘管誇喻在波氏詩歌與詩學中皆居要位，探討其如何使用誇

喻的專文卻少之又少。本文的目的因而有二。首先，本文試

圖使波氏詩歌中的誇喻得到應有的重視。波氏專家中鮮少有

人注意波氏對於誇喻的喜好，即使論的及，也草草帶過。另

外，在詳論波氏詩中的誇喻時，本文亦試圖闡述波氏如何使

用朗基尼司的「意象創作」法賦予其誇喻鮮明的意象，以實

踐浪漫主義的美，亦即主觀且情動的美。 

中文關鍵詞： 誇喻、雄渾、美、浪漫主義的、意象創造、新奇 

英 文 摘 要 ： In ＇Theodore de Banville,＇ Baudelaire highlights 

hyperbole as the very marrow of modern lyric as it 

speaks to the very spirit of the word 

lyre, ＇l＇ardente vitalite spirituelle.＇ In fact, 

leafing through Les Fleurs du Mal, one can readily 

find hyperboles which inspire in the reader the 

affective intensity of le vertige, a word that recurs 

in Baudelaire＇s poetical works. Nevertheless, whilst 

hyperbole occurs frequently in his poems and is 

central to his affective poetics, skimpy is the 

scholarship on his poetical use of hyperbole. The aim 

of this paper is therefore two-fold. First, it seeks 

to do justice to Baudelaire＇s keen engagement in 

hyperbole. Baudelaire critics are few who have called 

attention to Baudelaire＇s taste for hyperbole； 

moreover, in attending to the issue they show only 

lukewarm interest. Second, in paying sufficient 

attention to his fascination with hyperbole, this 

paper also aims to cast light on how Baudelaire 

impregnates his hyperboles with Longinian 

phantasia, ＇image-production,＇ to fully practise 

the Romantic—subjective and affective—expression of 

beauty. 

英文關鍵詞： Hyperbole, sublime, beauty, Romantic, phantasia, 

novelty 
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‘Le vertige de l’hyperbole’: 

Baudelaire, Longinus, and the Poetics of Excess 

   

I seek to elaborate on how Baudelaire uses hyperbole in his poems to 

materialise his Romantic, i.e. affective and subjective, expression of beauty. 

Although Baudelaire frequently uses hyperbole in his poems to create the 

emotional effect of vertigo, very few critics have paid sufficient attention to this 

aspect. Jonathan Culler is one of the few critics calling attention to Baudelaire’s 

taste for hyperbole. Culler ends his 1998 article ‘Baudelaire’s Satanic Verses’ and 

begins his 2012 article ‘Baudelaire’s Destruction’ with the same quote from 

Baudelaire’s essay on Théodore Banville to the effect that Baudelaire hails 

hyperbole as the very quintessence of modern lyric and then moves on to claim 

that ‘modern art tends to be essentially demonic’.1 In these two articles, however, 

Culler is interested not in the hyperbolic but in the demonic as the force behind 

modern poetry. The first aim of my article, therefore, is to do justice to 

Baudelaire’s keen engagement in hyperbole. The second aim has to do with 

Longinus’s notion of phantasia, image-production. In the production of sublimity, 

Longinus distinguishes between poetical phantasia and rhetorical phantasia: the 

former aims to astonish by incredibility and the latter to convince by facts and 

truth.2 This contrast, Mats Malm suggests, may well serve to tell apart 

Neo-classical and Romantic poetics.3

In what follows, I will first provide an account of Baudelaire’s (Romantic) 

 In my article, I’d like to carry Malm’s idea 

one step further by showing how Baudelaire supports his hyperboles with 

Longinian phantasia in such a way as to exemplify Romantic poetics.     

                                                 
1 Jonathan Culler, ‘Baudelaire’s Satanic Verses’, Diacritics 28.3 (1998), pp. 99-100; ‘Baudelaire’s 
Destruction’, MLN 127.4 (2012), p. 699. 
2 Longinus, ‘On Sublimity,’ trans. D. A. Russell, Classical Literary Criticism, ed. D. A. Russell and M. 
Winterbottom (Oxford and New York: Oxford UP, 1989), 15.1, p. 159. 
3 Mats Malm, ‘On the Technique of the Sublime,’ Comparative Literature 52.1 (2000), p. 8. 
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relation of beauty to l’irrégularité to contextualise his pursuit of hyperbole, a bold 

trope that easily exceeds normality and probability.  I will then move on to 

explain how Baudelaire invests hyperbole with Longinian phantasia to materialise 

his notion of beauty in Les Fleurs du Mal, notably his representation of woman.  

 

‘Ce qui n’est pas légèrement difforme a l’air insensible’ 

 

 In Journaux intimes, Baudelaire defines beauty in terms of surprise and 

astonishment, the emotional effects closely tied to hyperbole: ‘That which is not 

slightly deformed lacks sensible appeal; from which it follows that 

irregularity—that is to say, the unexpected, surprise, and astonishment are 

essential to and characteristic of beauty’.4

Nineteen-century France witnessed the great struggle between Classicism 

and Romanticism, imitation and imagination, antiquity and modernity, Ingres and 

Delacroix.  By the time Baudelaire wrote as a critic, the dominant taste had 

started to lean towards the former.

  Such a definition of beauty—the excess 

of decorum—is a radical response Baudelaire had to make to the (Platonic) 

equivalence of the beautiful—the true which was so loudly trumpeted in his time 

as to make beauty absolute, universal, banal and thus lose sensible appeal.   

5

                                                 
4 Charles Baudelaire, Les Fleurs du Mal, Œuvres complètes, vol. I, ed. Claude Pichois (Paris: 
Gallimard, 1976), p. 656.  All quotations from Baudelaire are taken from Pichois’s 1976 edition, and 
the page numbers are incorporated in the text. 

  In Salon de 1846, Baudelaire responds to this 

struggle by putting forward three styles of drawing: realist, classic, and 

imaginative (vol. II, p. 434).  Although the first two styles disagree with each 

other in the choice of subject-matter, their difference, for Baudelaire, is one of 

degree rather than of kind, as they either slavishly imitate or idealise nature to 

5 Baudelaire did not write in the heyday of Romanticism: his critical writings, as William Vaughan 
points out, ‘reaffirmed [or rather, I suggest, radicalised] many of the tenets of Romanticism at precisely 
the moment when they were becoming utterly outmoded’ (‘The Visual Arts’, The French Romantics, 
vol. II, ed. D. G. Charlton (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge UP, 1984), p. 349. 
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satisfy the public’s ‘goût . . . du Vrai’ (‘taste for the True’) and thereby ‘étouffe[nt] 

le goût de Beau’ (‘suffocate the taste for the Beautiful’) (Salon de 1859, vol. II, p. 

616).  In contrast to the first two styles, the third style enables the artist 

completely to ignore nature and paint his/her own soul, that is, to paint 

impassioned pictures as a result of the imagination given free rein. 

 Baudelaire highly regards the imagination as the divine faculty that 

subordinates servile imitation and academic orthodoxy to the innermost thought 

of the individual artist to produce ‘la sensation du neuf’ (‘the sensation of novelty’) 

(Salon de 1859, vol. II, p. 621). In Exposition universelle de 1855, he promotes the value 

of the imagination to diversify beauty:   

Everyone can readily understand that, if those whose task it is to express 

beauty were to comply with the rules of self-appointed pedagogues, 

beauty itself would disappear from the earth because all types, all ideas, 

all sensations would merge into one vast monotonous and impersonal 

unity, as immense as ennui and nothingness.  Variety, the sine qua non of 

life, would be eradicated from life. . . .   Astonishment, which is one of 

the great sources of jouissance aroused by art and literature, partakes of 

this very variety of types and sensations.  (vol. II, p. 578) 

Here Baudelaire links beauty to the heterogeneous nature of life and therefore 

divests beauty of transcendental and universal qualities.  Markedly, right after 

making the above remarks, Baudelaire goes on to announce the catchphrase ‘Le 

beau est toujours bizarre’ (‘The beautiful is always bizarre’) (p. 578) and thus has 

astonishment, novelty, and strangeness intimately tied up with beauty.  It 

follows that just as there are diverse ways of generating astonishment, novelty, 

and strangeness, so there are various forms of beauty.  

Also, by giving up monotony for variety, stasis for dynamism, Baudelaire 
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goes one step further than his precursors like Hugo. In ‘La Préface de Cromwell’ 

(1827), Hugo highlights the inability of Classical beauty to intensify aesthetic 

pleasure in its own right due to its lack of variety, and as such, he emphasises how 

much the grotesque can help to sharpen Classical beauty.6  Hugo’s aesthetics, 

however, does not seriously challenge the (Platonic) pursuit of universal and 

eternal beauty as the grotesque is simply a means not an end.  By contrast, in 

Baudelaire’s aesthetics, the grotesque or horrible, per se, can be beautiful since 

either of them constitutes the diverse nature of life.  As he writes in the 

introductory poem of Les Fleurs du Mal: ‘Aux objets répugnants nous trouvons des 

appas’ (‘In repugnant objects we find charms’) (l. 14, vol. I, p. 5).  This situation 

can explain why Baudelaire and Hugo perceive differently the female figures in 

Delacroix’s painting.  Whilst Hugo shares the public’s conception of Delacroix’s 

female figures as ugly or even frog-like, Baudelaire considers them as the very 

epitome of the most modern, or Romantic, expression of beauty (Exposition 

universelle, vol. II, p. 593).  Delacroix does not seek to reproduce—according to the 

academic norms of proportion or symmetry—the contour of women to achieve 

formal perfection, as does Ingres (in, say, La Grande odalisque of 1814).  Instead, 

Delacroix devoted his imagination to organising the subject-matter, colours, 

prostitutes’ poses and countenances, etc. into an exotically melancholic 

atmosphere, a tangible emotion that entices the viewer into ‘the unplumbed depths 

of sadness’ (Salon de 1846, vol. II, p. 440).  We see that Baudelaire ties the 

Romantic expression of beauty neither to the choice of subjects nor to the 

perfection of form, but to ‘the manner of feeling’ (p. 420), that is, the awakening in 

the viewer of ‘the very feeling which made the painter find it beautiful’.7

                                                 
6 Victor Hugo, Cromwell, ed. Annie Ubersfeld (Paris: Garnier-Flammarion, 1968), p. 72. 

 Beauty, 

7 Michel Brix, ‘Modern Beauty versus Platonist Beauty’, trans. Tony Campbell, Baudelaire and the 
Poetics of Modernity, ed. Patricia A. Ward (Nashville: Vanderbilt UP, 2001), p. 12. 
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so to speak, depends on the subjective feeling of the artist and the viewer rather 

than on objective or universal qualities.  

In so doing, Baudelaire outright rejects Kant’s ‘pure’ aesthetic experience—the 

proper judgment of what is beautiful—in favour of his ‘empirical’ aesthetic 

experience, which has charm or emotion as its determining basis and therefore 

differs according to individuals.8

 

  Baudelaire thus aligns himself with the 

Longinian tradition of emotionalist, or heated, aesthetics, one that seeks to strike 

electric shock into the heart of the reader by the tangible power of words.   

‘Le vertige de l’hyperbole’ 

 

 In On Sublimity (1st century AD), Longinus, in order to promote frenzy over 

decorum, unburdens poetry of the rhetorical duty of pursuing the true so as to 

delight and instruct its reader as seen in Horace.9  Longinus begins On Sublimity 

by privileging ‘ecstasy’ over ‘persuasion’, because whilst the force of persuasion is 

resistible, that of astonishment exceeds our control.10

It is a natural inclination that leads us to admire not the little streams, 

however pellucid and however useful, but the Nile, the Danube, the 

Rhine, and above all the Ocean.  Nor do we feel so much awe before the 

little flame we kindle, because it keeps its light clear and pure, as before 

the fires of heaven, though they are often obscured. . . .  A single 

  Ecstasy is produced 

by ’grandeur’, by which Longinus refers to something dangerous, unknown, or 

beyond the bounds of human knowledge as he further relates the aesthetic import 

of grandeur to our natural, ‘irresistible desire’ for something new and supernatural:     

                                                 
8 Immanuel Kant, Critique of Judgment, trans. Werner S. Pluhar (Indianapolis: Hackett, 1987), §13, p. 
69; §14, pp. 69-70, 72. 
9 Horace, ‘The Art of Poetry’, trans. D. A. Russell, Classical Literary Criticism, 330-40, pp. 106-07. 
10 Longinus, 17.1-2, p. 164. 
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comment fits all these examples: the useful and necessary are readily 

available to man, it is the unusual that always excites our wonder.  (35.4, 

p. 178) 

Accessibility and familiarity, as Baudelaire would say, breed banality instead of 

wonder.  Longinus suggests here and elsewhere that in poetry, as in (human) 

nature, the large is preferred to the small, obscurity to clarity, excess to exactness, 

and the unusual to the usual (see also 33.1-2, p. 175), because the latter provide an 

easy route to familiarity and therefore lose sensible appeal.  It comes as no 

surprise, then, that Longinus regards tropes (especially bold ones) as ‘natural allies’ 

of sublime grandeur (17.1, p. 163; 32.6, p. 174) since they lend themselves to, in 

Baudelaire’s terms, ‘la sensation du neuf’.  In violating truth and creating surprise, 

no trope ventures further than hyperbole, a daring trope which ‘covers a broad 

spectrum of exaggeration and intensification, from the mildly implausible to the 

downright impossible’.   

Markedly, whilst maintaining that (bold) tropes are naturally sublime, 

Longinus asks the poet to use them skilfully such that the reader would be 

unaware of their artifice.  But how can the poet conceal a trope so cleverly as to 

render it invisible and thereby exert its emotive power?  Phantasia, the making of 

images, provides a, if not the, answer.  By phantasia Longinus refers to ‘the 

situation in which enthusiasm and emotion make the speaker see what he is saying 

and bring it visually before his audience’ (15.1-2, p. 159).  Put another way, phantasia 

visualises emotions—which are abstract by nature—in such a forceful way as to 

allow the reader vicariously to incorporate him/herself into the emotions and 

forget or ignore the linguistic means of producing them.   

Longinus divides phantasia into poetical and rhetorical uses: the latter relies on 

‘fact and truth’ in order to induce ‘clarity’; by contrast, the former has ‘a quality of 
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[fabulous] exaggeration’ and ignores any impossibility so as to cause ‘a shocking 

and outrageous abnormality’ (15.8, p. 161).  Poetical phantasia, as Malm cogently 

argues, manifests itself conspicuously in almost every example Longinus employs 

to cast light on sublimity,11 and, as we shall see, is carried to the limit in the hands 

of Baudelaire, ‘the most visual of French nineteenth-century poets’,12

In what follows, I would like to focus on Baudelaire’s use of hyperbole to 

present the beauty of woman.  The image of woman frequently recurs in Les 

Fleurs du Mal as almost half of its poems are love poems.  Eliane DalMolin 

highlights that Baudelaire has a pronounced tendency to détailler woman in his 

poems, a symbolic act of his bitter frustration in love: for him, paradoxically, 

‘woman must be apprehended in pieces if her beauty is to be thoroughly relished’.

 to push the 

reader into ‘le vertige de l’hyperbole’. 

13

Les Fleurs du Mal is full of hyperbolical visualisations of isolated body parts of 

woman: Baudelaire endows them with irregularity and morbidity rather than with 

elegance and serenity as seen in typical Renaissance love poems.  For example, in 

‘Le beau navire’, a poem in the cycle of Marie Daubrun (‘the Green-eyed Venus’), 

Baudelaire compares Daubrun’s arms to two ‘boas’ to present vividly the deadly 

attractive power of her amorous embraces: 

  

Going one step further than DalMolin, I would like to demonstrate that 

Baudelaire is fond of hyperbolising woman’s body parts with vivid images to 

strike the reader with what he finds beautiful.   

 Tes bras, qui se joueraient des précoces hercules, 

Sont des boas luisants les solides émules, 

                                                 
11 Malm, p. 6. 
12 J. A. Hiddleston, ‘Art and its Representation’, The Cambridge Companion to Baudelaire, ed. 
Rosemary Lloyd (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2004), p. 130. 
13 Eliane DalMolin, Cutting the Body: Representing Woman in Baudelaire’s Poetry, Truffaut’s Cinema, 
and Freud’s Psychoanalysis (Ann Arbor: U of Michigan P, 2000), p. 19. 
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Faits pour serrer obstinément, 

Comme pour l’imprimer dans ton cœur, ton amant.  (ll. 33-36, vol. I, p. 

52) 

(Your arms, which could rival infant Hercules, / Are two glimmering 

boas that can easily squeeze their prey, / As if you’d imprint your lover 

on your heart.)  

Readers of Renaissance love poems would find it downright outrageous to equate 

the arms of a lady with two boas in that such comparisons are not only unbeautiful 

but outlandish.  Obviously, that which is ‘beau’ (‘Le beau navire’) for Baudelaire 

lies in the opposite of grace and sweetness.  

Markedly, amongst the body parts of woman Baudelaire strikingly 

hyperbolises, her head is the one which Baudelaire is most eager to explore: he 

claims that a woman’s head has the seductive power to makes one dream of both 

‘sensuality and sadness’, that is, a head that allows one to extract beauty from/of le 

mal, to find the infinite in finitude.  Woman’s hair is the component of her head 

that Baudelaire frequently writes of.  For instance, in ‘Le Serpent qui danse’, a 

poem in the cycle of Jeanne Duval (the ‘Black Venus’), Baudelaire imagines 

Duval’s thick and heavy hair that is pungently perfumed (‘Aux âcres parfums’) as 

a ‘Mer odorante et vagabonde / Aux flots bleus et bruns’ (‘Fragrant and wayward 

sea / Of blue and brown waves’) (ll. 6-8, vol. I, p. 29), a sea which inspires the 

speaker’s soul as a ship to set out on the journey for a sky far away.  Baudelaire 

does not equips the woman’s hair with Classical qualities like delicacy and 

serenity but turns it into a boundless sea of ‘pungent’ and ‘wayward’ qualities to 

bring into play the emotional involvement of both the poet and the reader.     

Woman’s eyes are the component of her head that occurs even more 

frequently than her hair in Baudelaire’s poetry.  It is tempting to say that 
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nowhere is the combination of sensuality and sadness more incarnated in his 

hyperbolical visualisations of woman’s eyes, the window to her soul.  For 

example, in ‘À une passante’, Baudelaire describes the speaker’s chance encounter 

in the street with a slim and agile woman who, in mourning and ‘majestic grief’ (l. 

2, vol. I, p. 92), exhales from her eyes vertiginous appeal to him:        

Moi, je buvais, crispé comme un extravagant, 

Dans son œil, ciel livide où germe l’ouragan, 

La douceur qui fascine et le plaisir qui tue.  (ll. 6-8, p. 92) 

(Shaking violently, I drank / From her eye, a livid sky where hurricanes 

germinate, / Sweetness that fascinates and pleasure that kills.) 

This woman’s eyes, filled with charming sorrow, are likened to a livid, stormy sky; 

her sorrowful eyes, so to speak, are at once attractive and destructive.   

The fatal charm of woman’s sorrowful eyes—‘le plaisir qui tue’—is carried to 

the utmost limit in ‘Le Poison’, a poem in the Daubrun cycle in which Baudelaire 

visualises l’amour fou by hyperbolising her green eyes as unfathomable poisonous 

lakes that seduce his thirsty soul: 

L’opium agrandit ce qui n’a pas de bornes, 

Allonge l’illimité,  

Approfondit le temps, creuse la volupté, 

    Et de plaisirs noirs et mornes 

Remplit l’âme au delà de sa capacité. 

 

Tout cela ne vaut pas le poison qui découle 

De tes yeux, de tes yeux verts, 

Lacs où mon âme tremble et se voit à l’envers…  

Mes songes viennent en foule 
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Pour se désaltérer à ces gouffres amers.   

 

Tout cela ne vaut pas le terrible prodige 

De ta salive qui mord, 

Qui plonge dans l’oubli mon âme sans remords, 

Et charriant le vertige, 

La roule défaillante aux rives de la mort!14

In Artificial Paradise, Baudelaire describes at the demonic power of hashish or 

opium to take us beyond the limits that confine us, to penetrate the infinite (vol. I, 

pp. 434, 397, 428).  Here the opium intoxication is outperformed by the 

destructively attractive power of this woman’s sorrowful eyes, namely, poisonous 

lakes that intoxicate the speaker’s soul to travel beyond the boundaries of its 

capacity and have it satisfactorily drown in them.  Simply put, her eyes—and her 

kisses (‘ta salive’)—are sublime in the extreme.  In On Sublimity, Longinus quotes 

Sappho’s vivacious description of crazy love in ‘Phainetai moi’ to illustrate how to 

create sublimity by selecting and combining ‘the most striking details’ into a 

unity: 

  (ll. 6-20, vol. I, pp. 48-49)                     

. . . When I see you only for a moment, I cannot speak; my tongue is 

broken, a subtle fire runs under my skin; my eyes cannot see, my ears 

hum; cold sweat pours off me; shivering grips me all over; I am paler 

than grass; I seem near to dying; but all must be endured. . . .15

Longinus highly appreciates Sappho’s ability to fragment her body into pieces to 

 

                                                 
14 Opium will magnify the boundless, / Extend the unlimited, / Deepen time, make sensuality 
bottomless, / And with dark and doleful pleasures / Satisfy the soul beyond its capacity. // But all that 
cannot be compared with the poison that flows / From your eyes, from your green eyes, / Lakes where 
my soul shivers and sees itself inverted… / My dreams all go / To quench their thirst in these bitter 
abysses. / But all that cannot equal the terrible marvel / Of your saliva that bites, / That plunges my 
remorseless soul into oblivion, / And swirls it down, / Rolling it, fainting, towards the shores of death. 
15 Longinus, 1.4, p. 144. 
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visualise the madness of being in love and at the same time organise the pieces as a 

whole to make herself visible within the passion she depicts.  Had Longinus read 

Baudelaire’s ‘Le Poison’, he would perhaps appreciate even more Baudelaire’s 

treatment of the feelings involved in l’amour fou.  For whilst Sappo, albeit madly 

in love, can still control herself (‘all must be endured’), Baudelaire is already beside 

himself with love: he is not ‘near to dying’ but on the way to death willingly.  If 

poetical phantasia aims to bring the poet’s passion visually before readers and 

thereby transport them outside themselves, here Baudelaire’s hyperbolical 

visualisation of l’amour fou accomplishes the purpose to the full since the poet in 

the poem is clearly under the sway of invincible passion.             

To conclude, for Apollinaire, ‘surprise is the greatest source of what is new’, and 

Baudelaire is the first to breathe novelty—‘the modern spirit’—over Europe.16

 

  

Indeed, Baudelaire, as I have shown, ventures further than his Romantic 

precursors in forsaking normality and celebrating surprise.  If Baudelaire pioneers 

in constructing the modern idea of beauty, the excess of Classical beauty, hyperbole 

evidently is a, if not the, keystone of his aesthetic construction.  

 

                                                 
16 Guillaume Apollinaire, ‘The New Spirit and the Poets’, Selected Writings of Guillaume Apollinaire, 
trans. Roger Shattuck (New York: New Directions, 1971), p. 233. 



A Report on My Conference Presentation  

 
I presented a paper entitled, “‘Ce qui n’est pas légèrement difforme a l’air 

insensible’: Baudelaire, Longinus, and Hyperbole’, in the 20th Congress of the 

International Comparative Literature Association, held at Paris IV-Sorbonne in 

July 18th-24th. This is the largest and most divers conference I’ve ever attended. 

More than 1,000 participants from various parts of the world—including 

internationally renowned scholars, senior researchers, fresh PhDs, and 

postgraduate students—presented papers of comparative nature whose topics 

ranged from poetics to geopolitics, from archaeology to musicology, from medical 

humanities to digital humanities, from regional literature to world literature. 

Truly interdisciplinary, this conference allowed participants from different 

disciplines to throw up questions, exchange ideas, and, above all, explore new 

territories. The interdisciplinary nature of this conference manifests itself in the 

four plenary speeches given by, respectively, a fiction writer, a literary critic, a 

legal philosopher, and a neuroscientist. What interested me most is the plenary 

speech, “A Neurobiological Theory of Aesthetic Experience,” given by the 

neuroscientist Jean-Pierre Changeux. Drawing on neuroscience and cognitive 

psychology, Dr Changeux explained how different areas of the brain (such as the 

prefrontal dorsalateral cortex) are connected to the processing of aesthetic 

perceptions of beauty, ugliness, joy, sadness, and so forth. Interdisciplinary 

research as such not merely strikes up a conversation between different or even 

opposite disciplines but, more importantly, helps to engage the public and thereby 

exert the power of literature. Sadly, interdisciplinarity does not often happen here 

in Taiwan. Another feature of the conference that interested me is the receptions 

in which one could speak to and make friends with like-minded participants in a 

leisurely manner to incubate possible future collaborations. One of the participants 

I met was a senior scholar (based at the University of Coimbra in Portugal) who 

has published widely on fantastic literature. We have talked about the possibility 

of co-editing a book on the fantastic in European art and literature. In the past few 

years, I have chosen to attend small conferences more often than large conferences 

as the latter tend to be overwhelming and less dialogical amongst participants. I 

must say, though, this ICLA conference turned out to be no less intimate and 

interactive amongst participants.                
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